
Project on a Page             Term:  Summer                        Year Group: 3

Essential Question: When does a race for life, become a way of life? 

Project Summary -  To understand who the are and where they come from. Looking at their surroundings, 
culture and their impact on the world.

Project Launch - Create a passport that children 
need to keep for the duration of the project.
Present family trees (homework)
Year 3 Thumbprint tree
Team building at Shiremoor Adventure Playground.

Educational Visits/ Outdoor Learning (Forest School 
Links) - Outdoor classroom/ outdoor learning, Languages 
- NTLT, Beach visit - plastic clean up, City sightseeing 
bus, Julian’s Mam to visit. Shiremoor Adventure 
Playground.

Driving Text - The Boy in the Dress

Reading Spine Texts - Voices in the Park , The Dot

Project Specific Vocabulary- 
Discover, impact, world, culture, countries, 
experience, geography, art, science, design, create, 
empower, discover, self worth.

First project lesson of each mini outcome will address new 
vocabulary

Everyone Can Create-
- Photography 

SOLE Sessions (planned questions- from ch.s 
interests)- Celebrations? Traditional dishes? School? 
Famous people? Weather? Flags? What other countries 
is your country next to? Currency? Capital city? 

Deepening Learning Skills Focus-  

Articulate, Reflect, Explain, Discover new 
opportunities, Overcome problems.

Project Tune- Experts - JG Mum (Romanian) 
Y6 Children, Miss Cooke (Science) Mrs Elliott(Outdoors)

Lasting Legacy- To create a 10 things before I leave 
Year 3 for subsequent years. (Promote it - leaflets, library)

Classroom Environment-
. Watering Hole- Writing areas      Cave-  Book Corner         Campfire-    Fire/Lava

Outcome 3- How do I make a bigger impact on the 
world? To create a volcano using Spheros. 
Curriculum Area- Science/Geography
Extended writing opportunity-  Write 
coding instructions to match the 
movements.
PCMD Opportunity- Multiple drafts and 
critique and update throughout.

Outcome 2 - Why is resilience important in my life?
To create a country in a jar.
Curriculum Area- Art
Extended writing opportunity- Children to 
write reflection about their chosen country.
PCMD Opportunity- Multiple draft plan- 
create a design beforehand. 

Outcome 1 - Is the world a really big place?
To create a Fact File of a country.
Curriculum Area- Geography
Extended writing opportunity- Chn to complete 
a fact file using information gathered through 
research.
PCMD Opportunity- Multiple drafts

Products- What are you  
going to do/ write/ 
create/ build?
Be Specific- How will multiple 
drafting be used to enhance 
product? 



Opportunities to celebrate cultures and diversity: 

Links to Romania and Nigeria
Links to British Values
Reading Boy in a Dress
Learn greetings in other languages 

 

Career/ Entrepreneurial Opportunities:
Tour guide, archeologist, geologist, interpreter, 
author, photographer, volcanologist, language 
teacher, flight attendant.

Immersion Inspiration: 

How have children’s interested been 
planned for? 
 
To celebrate the different cultures we have in 
the year group we want the children to feel 
valued and all of them to know where they 
come from and where they live.

Timeline Milestones 

24/4/19

26/4/19

10/5/19

23/5/19

14/6/19

18/6/19

26/6/19

12/719

Project Launch Date 

Shiremoor Adventure 
Playground

Publish factfiles 

Outdoor Classroom Day

Display ‘Country in a 
Jar’ in Library

Beach Day

Whole School Trip

Exhibition with Y2
(Part of transition)
‘10 things to do in Y3’
Volcano experiments

Physical Education:
Physical fitness
Games (Rounders)



Weeks  1, 2, 3 
24/4/19 - 26/4/19
29/4/19 - 3/5/19
6/5/19 - 10/5/19

Question- Is the world a really big place?
Outcome- To create a Geography Fact File of 
countries around the world.

Literacy

Guided Reading Skill: Inference & Background 

Guided Reading Text: Voices in the Park

Writing Genre:   Information Text
Use a range of strategies to read, ask questions to 
improve their understanding, retrieve and record 
information from non-fiction,identify main ideas from 
more than one paragraph, understand texts are 
structured in different ways, use dictionaries to check 
meaning, identify the main purpose of a text.  Identify 
the most obvious points of the texts.  Infer characters‘ 
feelings and thoughts.  Express a personal response to 
a text. Identify themes.  Make simple connections 
between texts.
Writing Objectives
Capital letters, full stops, question marks, exclamation 
marks.  Use paragraphs or sections to group related 
material.  Use some organisational devices. Use the 
determiners a /an correctly. Plan writing, elaborate on 
basic information and events, compose and rehearse 
sentences orally, read aloud what they have written.  
Use inverted commas to indicate speech, use a variety 
of adverbs, use a range of sentence types, signal 
opening and closing, direct speech. Proofread to check 
for spelling.

 

Project Launch
Children are to create a passport that they will keep for the rest of the project and they will receive a stamp 
for each country we look at. 
The  children will then present a family tree that they have created in the holidays. 
As a year group we will create a Year 3 family tree. The children will each choose a colour and place their 
thumb print on the tree. To be displayed outside Year 3.
Visit to Shiremoor Adventure Playground to take part in team building activities. 
Children to complete KWL working wall. 

Geography
I know the name of a number of 
countries in the northern 
hemisphere. 
I know the capital city of six 
european countries. 
I can locate the Tropic of 
Cancer, the Tropic of Capricorn 
and the Greenwich meridian on 
the map.

Everyone Can Create - 
Photography 

PSHE, FOREST SCHOOL AND PE.

PPA COVER

French
Basic greetings, days of the 
week, to describe a place 
using short sentences (verbal 
and written).

P.E 

I can safely follow a 
route.

I can use clues to follow 
a route. 

I can follow a map in a 
familiar context. 

Design and technology
I can describe different foods from around 
the world and describe how ingredients 
come together. (Food tasting session- 
foods from different countries). 



Weeks  1, 2 and 3 
16/4/18 - 20/4/18 ~ 23/4/18 - 27/4/18 ~ 30/4/18 - 4/5/18

Question- 
Outcome- 

Literacy

Guided Reading Skill: Inference & Background

Guided Reading Text: The Dot

Writing Genre: Poetry

Reading Objectives
Use a range of strategies to read, ask questions to 
improve their understanding, retrieve and record 
information from non-fiction,identify main ideas from 
more than one paragraph, understand texts are 
structured in different ways, use dictionaries to check 
meaning, identify the main purpose of a text.  Identify 
the most obvious points of the texts.  Infer characters‘ 
feelings and thoughts.  Express a personal response 
to a text. Identify themes.  Make simple connections 
between texts.
Writing Objectives
Capital letters, full stops, question marks, 
exclamation marks.  Use paragraphs or sections to 
group related material.  Use some organisational 
devices. Use the determiners a /an correctly. Plan 
writing, elaborate on basic information and events, 
compose and rehearse sentences orally, read aloud 
what they have written.  Use inverted commas to 
indicate speech, use a variety of adverbs, use a 
range of sentence types, signal opening and closing, 
direct speech. Proofread to check for spelling.
 

Geography

I know why people may be 
attracted to living in cities. 

I know why people may 
choose to live in one place 
rather than another. 

Art and Design 

I can design a product and 
make sure that it looks 
attractive. 

I can choose a material for its 
suitability and appearance. 

I can follow a step by step 
plan choosing the right 
equipment and materials. 

I can prove that my design 
meets some set criteria. 

I can recognise when art is 
from different cultures. 

PSHE, FOREST SCHOOL AND PE.

PPA COVER

PSHE/Life skills

Reliance 
Purpose
Same/Different
Values

Weeks  4, 5, 6 & 7
13/5/19 - 17/5/19
20/5/19 - 24/5/19

3/6/19 - 7/6/19
10/6/19 - 14/6/19

Question-  Why is resilience important in my life?
Outcome- To show their learning by creating a ‘Country 
in a Jar.’ (Attach a description/ reflection on label). 

P.E
Games: 

I know and use rules fairly. 

I can throw and catch with control. 

I am aware of space and use it appropriately to challenge 
the opposing team. 

I can take part in outdoor and adventurous activity 
challenges both individually and in a team. 

SOLE

What is resilience?
What does resilience 

look like?



Weeks  1, 2 and 3 
16/4/18 - 20/4/18 ~ 23/4/18 - 27/4/18 ~ 30/4/18 - 4/5/18

Question- 
Outcome- 

Literacy

Guided Reading Skill: Recap of all skills

Guided Reading Text: Fables

Writing Genre: Fables

Reading Objectives
Use a range of strategies to read, ask questions to 
improve their understanding, retrieve and record 
information from non-fiction,identify main ideas from 
more than one paragraph, understand texts are 
structured in different ways, use dictionaries to check 
meaning, identify the main purpose of a text.  Identify 
the most obvious points of the texts.  Infer characters‘ 
feelings and thoughts.  Express a personal response 
to a text. Identify themes.  Make simple connections 
between texts.
Writing Objectives
Capital letters, full stops, question marks, 
exclamation marks.  Use paragraphs or sections to 
group related material.  Use some organisational 
devices. Use the determiners a /an correctly. Plan 
writing, elaborate on basic information and events, 
compose and rehearse sentences orally, read aloud 
what they have written.  Use inverted commas to 
indicate speech, use a variety of adverbs, use a 
range of sentence types, signal opening and closing, 
direct speech. Proofread to check for spelling.

History and Geography

I know about and can locate 
some of the world’s most famous 
volcanoes. 

I know about and can describe 
the key elements  of 
earthquakes. 

I know about and can describe 
the key elements of volcanoes. 

I can explore the history of my 
local area. 

Science- Rocks 

I can compare and group together different types of rocks 
on the basis of their appearance and simple physical 

properties. 

I can describe in simple terms how fossils are formed 
when things that have lived are trapped within rock. 

I can recognise that soils are made from rocks and 
organic matter. 

Coding

I design a sequence of 
instructions, including 
directional instructions.
I write programs that 
accomplish specific 
goals. 
I work with various forms 
of input.
I work with various forms 
of output. 
 

PSHE, FOREST SCHOOL AND PE.

PPA COVER

Weeks  8, 9, 10, 11 & 12
17/6/19 - 21/6/19
24/6/19 - 28/6/19

1/7/19 - 5/7/19
8/7/19 - 12/7/19 

Question- How do I make a bigger impact on the world?
Outcome- To build a working volcano.

Exhibition Preparation

Present to schools in the local area (Y2) pupils. 10 
things to do before you leave Y3.  Leaflet drop to local 
libraries and a online book launch live on Twitter.  Link 
to the school website.

PSHE/Life 
skills

Reliance 
Purpose
Same/Different
Values


